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Personalized Medicine: How?
In a commentary in the Journal of the American Medical Association in 2006, Dr. Steven
Bergeson and Dr. John Dean proposed specific changes to help the medical profession
meet patients’ needs and expectations:

1. Improving access to and continuity with clinicians;
2. Increasing patients’ participation in care by making it easier for patients to 

express their concerns and involving them more actively in the design of their
care;

3. Supporting patient self-management through systems that facilitate goal setting
and that increase patient and family confidence in self-care; and

4. Establishing more efficient and reliable mechanisms for coordinating care among
settings.

In this article, the point is made that current incentives produced by payment systems
have focused tremendous responsibility and workload on physicians. The authors suggest
that redesigning systems to increase the support of clinicians in their work (for example,
by delegating to office staff or patients those tasks that do not require direct physician
involvement) may be successful in improving patients’ experience. REF #1

Systems Biology, Integrative Biology, Predictive Biology, Network Biology: A
Complex Systems Approach
Systems biology is still a young discipline. Although most widely devoted to the study of
well-characterized model organisms, it has been clear since the early days of the human
genome project that applications of systems-wide approaches to human biology would
open up tremendous opportunities in medicine. In the fall of 2007, Molecular Systems
Biology focused on recent lessons learned and suggested that as techniques and concepts
mature, a new discipline is emerging at the interface of medicine and systems biology.
REF #2

According to an article published in Cell in 2005, humans have an inherent appetite for
knowledge that motivates us to explore, but we also have a desire to extract reason from
perceived chaos in order to construct models that can predict our future. There is a
common understanding in the discipline of systems biology that seeks to explain biologic
phenomenon, not on a gene-by-gene basis, but through the net interactions of all cellular
and biochemical components within a cell or organism. Systems biology can be described
as “integrative biology,” with the ultimate goal of being able to predict de novo 
biological outcomes given the list of components involved. The prospect of potentially
forward engineering of a complex biological process by describing a network as a precise
functional model mapped by a control diagram would also make systems biology a
“predictive biology.” REF #3



In February 2008, researchers from the University of Florence, Italy, published a study in
the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences that was designed to look for
evidence of different metabolic phenotypes in humans. This study was based on
collecting and analyzing multiple samples from each single subject (a total of 873
samples from 22 healthy subjects). The conclusions of the multiple sample collection hint
at a possible new perspective based on the definition and identification of an individual
metabolic fingerprint. REF #4

Classification of human disease according to a diagnostic strategy has significant
shortcomings that reflect both a lack of sensitivity in identifying preclinical disease and a
lack of specificity in defining disease unequivocally. Reductionism, which has dominated
biological research for over a century, has provided a wealth of knowledge about
individual cellular components and their function. Discrete biological function can only
rarely be attributed to an individual molecule. Instead, most biological characteristics
arise from complex interactions between the cell’s numerous constituents. According to
an article published in Nature Reviews in 2004 titled “Network Biology: Understanding 
the Cell’s Functional Organization,” there is a high degree of internal order that governs 
the cell’s molecular organization. According to the article authors, it is a key challenge
for biology in the 21st century to understand the structure and the dynamics of the
complex web of interactions within a living cell. Dr. Bland follows this with a discussion
of “putting the systems back into systems biology,” also the title of a 2006 article in 
Perspectives in Biology and Medicine. REF #5-7

Scale-Free Networks
Dr. Bland’s discussion of this concept takes its name from a 2003 article in Scientific
American. Networks are everywhere, and for more than 40 years, science treated all
complex networks as being completely random. Over the past few years, investigators
from a variety of fields have discovered that many networks are dominated by a relatively
small number of nodes that are connected to many other sites. A variety of complex
systems share an important property: some nodes have a tremendous number of
connections to other nodes, whereas most nodes have just a handful. The organizing
principles of scale-free networks have significant implications in many fields, including
the development of better drugs and halting the spread of deadly epidemics. REF #8

Are We There Yet?
Dr. Bland discusses a May 2008 feature article published in Nature Biotechnology titled
“Is Personalized Medicine Finally Arriving?” For a long time, targeted cancer drugs 
Gleevec and Herceptin stood alone as drugs prescribed based on tests that determine
individual biological differences. But author Malorye Allison points out that at least a
dozen or so personalized medicine companies have gained noticeable momentum.
Although the path to personalized treatment remains murky and fraught with practical
questions about implementation, there is an upsurge in the number of companies working
on diagnostics to guide prescribing, and even a handful of companies developing
drug/diagnostic pairs. Likewise, a new journal called Personalized Medicine is
chronicling the stepwise process of researching and implementing new strategies. REF
#9-10
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Dr. Iris Bell is a psychiatrist, university professor, and has been a researcher in areas
related to complementary and alternative medicine for 30 years. She graduated magna
cum laude in biology from Harvard University and received her PhD in Neuro- and
Biobehavioral Sciences and her MD from Stanford University. Dr. Bell is licensed to
practice conventional medicine in Arizona and California. She is also nationally certified
in biofeedback, a fellow of the American College of Nutrition, and a licensed physician
in homeopathy/alternative medicine in Arizona.

Dr. Bell has served on the faculties of Harvard Medical School, the University of
California, San Francisco, and the University of Arizona. She has published scores of
papers and book chapters on her clinical research, in addition to a monograph on
environmental illness.

Dr. Bland and Dr. Bell discuss the work of Dr. Theron Randolf, a groundbreaking
pioneer in food and chemical sensitivity research, as well as Dr. Bell’s work and her 
publications. With collaborator Mary Koithan, Dr. Bell published an article in Integrative
Cancer Therapies in 2006 titled “Models for the Study of Whole Systems.” The article
summarizes a network and complex systems science model for research on whole
systems of complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) such as homeopathy and
traditional Chinese medicine. They delve more deeply into the topic of homeopathy with
the discussion of two articles by Dr. Bell: “Translating a Nonlinear Systems Theory 
Model for Homeopathy into Empirical Tests” (Alternative Therapies, May/June 2002)
and “Homeopathy—Quackery or a Key to the Future of Medicine?” (Homeopathy,
January 2008). REF #11-13
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